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2. Describe your research project. (Tell us why you want to pursue the project.) (1000
words)

Over the last five decades, the United States has dramatically expanded a carceral 
system of criminalization and confinement that surveils, arrests, and imprisons more of its 
residents than any other nation in the world. Every day nearly 7 million men, women and 
children—disproportionately African American and Latinx—live under correctional control. 
Around 17 million people are incarcerated annually, and approximately one in four adults now 
has a criminal record. Never before in U.S. history have so many public resources been 
allocated toward policing agencies and earmarked for institutions of confinement. In Michigan, 
the incarceration rate has more than tripled since the 1970s, and the state spends more money 
on prisons than on education, despite significant data demonstrating the failure of imprisonment 
to make us safer. This epidemic of incarceration causes irreparable societal harm—particularly 
to our nation’s most disadvantaged populations and most marginalized communities. 

To respond to this crisis, the University of Michigan Carceral State Project will launch its 
signature research project, Documenting Criminalization and Confinement, the first major 
humanistic study of the impact of criminalization, policing, incarceration, and carceral control in 
the United States. This initiative will mobilize faculty, graduate and undergraduate students, 
staff, archivists, impacted persons, and community partners in a series of collaborative and 
multidisciplinary research projects that span the domains of art and performance, history, visual 
culture, anthropology, literature, public health, digital humanities, and public engagement. 
Together, they will produce a major digital archival database of documents, interviews, art and 
visual material, humanistically contextualized quantitative data, and related research reports. 
Our agenda is to chronicle and challenge the policies and discourses that have propelled 
criminalization and mass incarceration--particularly in racially and economically vulnerable 
communities. The initiative will historicize contemporary systems of criminalization and 
confinement, chronicle the voices of those most directly impacted, provide documentary 
storytelling resources to public and academic audiences, inform policymakers and journalists, 
foster community partnerships, promote inclusive methodologies and abolitionist frameworks, 
and preserve records of the impact of mass incarceration for future generations. The 
Documenting initiative will launch with a primary focus on metropolitan Detroit and the state of 
Michigan as the foundation for a broader archive of national scope.  

Documenting Criminalization and Confinement comprises six interrelated research 
projects designed and conducted by intergenerational teams of faculty, students, staff, and 
community partners. These component projects are: Documenting Prison Education and Arts, 
Policing and Social Justice HistoryLab, Critical Carceral Visualities, Confronting Conditions of 
Confinement, Captive Afterlives, and Immigration and the Carceral State. As subsets of a 
multidisciplinary collaboration, they are linked by humanistic research questions and 
methodologies, shared ethical guidelines, contributions to the digital humanities, and mutual 
commitment to confronting the logics and policies of the carceral state. Collectively, the 
Documenting projects will center comparative research questions that investigate how the 
carceral state operates in multiple dimensions and across different scales; how the social 
groups and persons most directly impacted have encountered and resisted criminalization and 
control; how visual culture and material discourses shape policies of carcerality and perceptions 
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of criminality; and how the study of violence and trauma requires responsible scholarly practices 
and community partnerships.  

The Project Development Grant enabled us to broaden the component projects from 
their existing status as scholarly and curricular initiatives associated with individual faculty into 
an integrated vision based on interdisciplinary research questions, collaborative authorship with 
students and community partners, and shared commitments to reaching public and academic 
audiences through digital humanities platforms. During Spring term, six faculty/graduate student 
teams with overlapping membership developed detailed two-year research plans for each 
component (see Appendix I). Documenting Prison Education and Arts will organize and 
digitize the Prison Creative Arts Project’s existing materials and construct a sustainable, 
accessible database of prison art alongside its extensive records of prisoner correspondence 
and literary production. The Policing and Social Justice HistoryLab will expand its efforts to 
document and visually map police-civilian encounters and killings in Detroit across the 20th 
century, through archival research and videotaped interviews, and present its student-generated 
research findings at community forums and through diverse storytelling platforms. Critical 
Carceral Visualities will compile bibliographies of visual materials created in and about 
carceral spaces and provide frameworks for viewing these images through an abolitionist lens. 
Confronting Conditions of Confinement will document experiences of incarceration in 
Michigan penal facilities by conducting oral histories, soliciting letters and testimonies of life on 
the inside, and digitizing existing collections of prisoner writings. Captive Afterlives will 
document the human impact of criminal convictions in the United States, especially in the area 
of employment discrimination, by compiling annotated bibliographies and creating ethnographic 
storytelling and infographics for use by scholars, community organizers, policy advocates, and 
the general public. The Immigration and the Carceral State project will partner with the 
Michigan Immigrant Rights Center and the U-M Immigrant Justice Lab to document and 
challenge the processes of criminalizing, incarcerating, and deporting noncitizens and other 
members of vulnerable Michigan communities, particularly migrants from Mexico and Central 
America. In an additional initiative funded by the Michigan-Mellon Project on Egalitarianism 
and the Metropolis, multiple components of Documenting Criminalization and Confinement will 
collaborate with the Detroit Justice Center on a research project investigating the historical 
conditions of the Wayne County Jail and current policies of criminalization and wealth extraction 
in the Detroit. 

Through its website and centralized archive, Documenting Criminalization and 
Confinement will create specialized databases and promote focused storytelling products from 
its component projects aimed at academic and diverse public audiences. The Spring term 
reinforced our commitment to an interdisciplinary agenda of collaborative publicly engaged 
scholarship that will model inclusive research methodologies in partnership with community 
organizations and through the recruitment of a diverse research team. The involved faculty all 
have published single-authored academic scholarship on these topics, but now our research 
team seeks to make a greater public impact by demonstrating the role of the humanities in 
transforming public policies and promoting restorative justice. The political and moral urgency of 
our research questions necessitate the ambitious scope of our project as well as its 
collaborative, public-facing, and digital humanities orientations. 
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3.  Describe the centrality of collaborative activity to your project and explain how you 
will pursue the project collaboratively. (1000 words) 
 

Our collaborative process benefited immensely from the Proposal Development Grant as 
we practiced collaborative research methods, observed best practices at U-M and other 
institutions, outlined the shared goals and ethics of our component projects, planned our project 
management structure and division of labor, identified digital platforms, and fostered community 
partnerships (see Appendix II). We identified shared research questions and methodologies 
during workshops that focused on each component project, with graduate student teams taking 
the lead in drafting the detailed research blueprints. We consulted widely throughout Spring 
term, drawing inspiration and ideas from the From Africa to Patagonia project, our UCLA site 
visit to the Million Dollar Hoods initiative, videoconferences with faculty directors of 
imprisonment projects at other universities, strategy meetings with five Michigan-based 
community organizations, a planning workshop with other U-M faculty, our Detroit partnership 
with the Michigan-Mellon project, multiple meetings with Bentley archivists and digital librarians, 
and the contributions of two formerly incarcerated community members of our team.  

Additional workshops designed to broaden interdisciplinary collaborations with U-M 
faculty yielded two new component projects that will greatly enhance the impact of Documenting 
Criminalization and Confinement and bring a more diverse group of researchers and community 
organizations onto our team. Captive Afterlives is an ethnographic component project, 
enlisting Melissa Burch from Anthropology as a full faculty collaborator, that focuses on 
employment market discrimination against those with criminal records. Its inclusion enhances 
our project’s documentation of lived experiences of criminalization by chronicling the collateral 
consequences of carceral control after release. We also successfully developed the 
Immigration and the Carceral State collaboration by funding a graduate student liaison to the 
Immigrant Justice Lab and co-organizing a workshop with U-M faculty who specialize in Latinx 
Studies and a Michigan Immigrant Rights Center attorney. We determined that criminalization 
and detention of immigrant communities should be a full component project and brought in 
Jesse Hoffnung-Garskof of History/American Culture and Bill Lopez of the School of Public 
Health as faculty affiliates. 
         A faculty delegation’s site visit in May to UCLA’s Million Dollar Hoods project proved 
transformative, as we drew inspiration from the collaborative and community-oriented practices 
of this multidisciplinary and intergenerational research investigation of policing and jailing in Los 
Angeles (see Appendix III). Our team reenvisioned the overall project’s division of labor and 
relationship to community partners through a more integrated system that designates graduate 
students as methodological division leaders while maintaining the component project structure 
(see Appendix IV graph). Our methodological divisions--Data Digitization/Archives, Oral History 
Interviews, Community Partnerships, Media and Policy Outreach--will be headed by graduate 
students who will co-lead one component project while consulting for the other five. Each 
component will have a leadership team of one or more faculty researchers plus one or two 
graduate students, as GSRAs or salaried at up to ten hours per week. To different degrees, 
every component will mobilize undergraduate researchers through curricular and/or paid 
positions. Following the Million Dollar Hoods model, we developed plans to recruit student 
researchers from impacted communities and to foreground community partnerships in research 
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co-design, data collection, oral interviews, and research dissemination. The Prison Creative Arts 
Project already works closely with impacted communities inside and after reentry and will 
expand this through its archival documentation component. Immigration and the Carceral State 
will partner directly with the Michigan Immigrant Rights Center; Confronting Conditions of 
Confinement will co-design initiatives with Safe and Just Michigan and JustLeadershipUSA; and 
the Policing and Social Justice Lab and our Michigan-Mellon research team will work with the 
Detroit Justice Center and other community groups.  

Our vision of collaboration is based on the values of equity and inclusion—among our 
campus and community partners, and through a shared authorship model between faculty and 
graduate/undergraduate students (see Appendix V). This valuation of equity motivated the 
collective decision to empower graduate student collaborators as lead authors of the component 
research blueprints, which resulted in new insights and a re-envisioned research process. For 
each component, the affiliated faculty will provide mentorship to student researchers while 
participating in collective decision-making processes that involve graduate students as equitable 
partners and consult meaningfully with undergraduate team members and community 
organizations.  

We view collaboration not just as an issue of capacity but as a method that is 
foundational to our research process and ethics, as first modeled through the six-part 
symposium series exclusively featuring community members that the Carceral State Project 
organized during AY 2018-2019. It is imperative that the Documenting initiative actively involve 
members of impacted communities as collaborators as a matter of research ethics and to 
expand our academic insights and public impact. Students, staff, and off-campus partners from 
diverse communities can provide different types of expertise regarding criminalization and 
confinement and therefore greatly strengthen the intellectual foundations of our project as a 
whole. Our Spring term meetings included two formerly incarcerated people, Cozine Welch and 
Patrick Bates, who also served as integral members of two component project teams. It is 
critical that they and other community collaborators be equitable team members and receive 
compensation for their expertise in order to counteract problematic tokenism or academic 
hierarchy. 
         We anticipate that new collaborative relationships will emerge with faculty and 
institutions at U-M and with additional community partners. In June, we hosted a workshop with 
faculty from across the University who have related research interests (see Appendix VI). 
Several—including Matthew Countryman, Angela Dillard, LaKisha Simmons, Margo Schlanger, 
JJ Prescott, and Jeff Morenoff—expressed interest in working with the Documenting initiative 
and may become official collaborators in year 2. We also have secured a formal partnership 
with the Bentley Historical Library, which has committed to archiving the physical documents 
acquired and digitized by our component projects and co-applying for a multiyear NEH Digital 
Advancement Grant to continue this project beyond the Collaboratory timetable. And we either 
have confirmed, or laid the groundwork for, collaborative partnerships with Safe and Just 
Michigan, JustLeadership USA, the Michigan Council on Crime and Delinquency, and the 
Washtenaw Interfaith Coalition for Immigrant Rights. 
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4.  Describe the members of the research team. (500 words) 
 

The Documenting Criminalization and Confinement research team is an 
intergenerational group that spans at least nine humanities disciplines including history, African 
American studies, anthropology, English language and literature, women’s studies, visual 
culture, theater, creative arts, and the digital humanities (see Appendix VII). We have 
assembled this disciplinarily diverse team thanks to our component project infrastructure and 
have already benefited from feedback across disciplinary boundaries. Our team includes faculty 
and students who identify as activist scholars and seek to use humanities research to promote 
social justice in alliance with impacted communities. The significant intellectual contributions of 
Cozine Welch and Patrick Bates, and the lessons taken from the Million Dollar Hoods visit, have 
inspired our plans to include additional impacted community members as consultants and to 
recruit graduate students and undergraduates from diverse disciplines, backgrounds, and 
identity categories. For example, the UCLA students of color who conducted oral interviews for 
MDH emphasized to us that members of impacted communities trusted academic researchers 
far more when students from those communities were represented prominently on the teams. 

Our team is diverse along the axes of race, gender, and sexuality, but we are cognizant 
of the need to affirmatively recruit an even more diverse group of collaborators, particularly 
among students. We will rotate leadership during the two-year grant period, with Mathew 
Lassiter serving as PI during year 1 and Heather Thompson during year 2, alongside Nora 
Krinitsky as the project director. In addition to the formal partnership with faculty in Latinx 
Studies, we have developed plans with Matthew Countryman (chair of DAAS) LaKisha 
Simmons (DAAS, History, and WS), and Angela Dillard (DAAS, RC) to recruit undergraduates 
from those departments. We have consulted graduate student leaders of the RIW Black 
Research Roundtable and Denise Galarza Sepulveda at CEAL to expand the spectrum of our 
student research affiliates. We will solicit student participants from units such as Public Health, 
Social Work, and the School of Information, among others, and utilize UROP researchers and 
first-generation and community college transfer students whenever possible. The funding 
constraints and research timetables of graduate and undergraduate students will pose a 
challenge in terms of continuity but also will allow us to integrate a broader spectrum of voices 
and experiences into key student leadership and researcher positions. 

Graduate student affiliates will have significant opportunities to develop leadership skills, 
expand professional development, co-author digital products and academic articles, and 
advance their own scholarly interests through participation in component projects, as division 
heads, or both. Graduate students will develop new public-facing and digital research 
methodologies and acquire skills and methods beyond their primary discipline, providing 
considerable job market benefits and opening up diverse career options whether inside or 
outside the academy. Undergraduates will be directly involved through at least four dedicated 
courses, including sixty students during the two-year period through the existing HistoryLab 
seminars. Undergraduate researchers will have the opportunity to co-author digital products and 
scholarly essays through these labs and additional courses as well as linked independent 
studies, honors theses, and UROP positions.     
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5.  Describe the outcomes of your project. (500 words) 
 

The component projects of Documenting Criminalization and Confinement will contribute 
documents and metadata to a centralized digital archive while also creating specific storytelling 
products on multiple platforms that will be promoted through our main project website. Our 
innovative documentation agenda revolves around the creation of a new archive that highlights 
the lived experiences of marginalized and criminalized subjects and exposes deliberately 
obscured state processes--soliciting letters, testimonials, art, theater practices, and poetry from 
incarcerated people; chronicling and mapping historical and contemporary cases of police 
violence and misconduct; investigating regimes of immigration enforcement, detention, and 
deportation among noncitizens; conducting ethnographies to demonstrate the inner workings of 
employment markets and the extension of carceral control after release from jail or prison.  

We will utilize Omeka S for both the public-facing digitized archive and as a secure 
internal document preservation system, a decision made on the advice of our metadata librarian 
(Matt Carruthers) and LSA IT specialists. The centralized digital archive will be keyword 
searchable--for each component project, by document genre, and as an integrated whole--and 
will contain extensive contextual information as well as full reproductions of documents collected 
by research teams. This archival portal will target scholarly and public audiences, designed so 
that other researchers, classroom audiences, and community members can make connections 
across genres and disciplines and develop new research agendas beyond those undertaken by 
our team. The component projects will also maintain focused websites that highlight critical 
research findings from the materials in the centralized archive, all synthesized on the 
comprehensive project website. The Bentley Historical Library will partner to preserve the 
physical archive of documents, as well as assisting with the transcription and storage of 
interviews. 

Component projects will make academic research publicly accessible by publishing 
digital products using Story Maps as well as other data visualizations, digital mapping sites, 
policy reports, news media releases, mini-documentaries, podcasts, excerpts from videotaped 
interviews, and more. Faculty, students, and community partners will also author or co-author 
scholarly publications based on their research findings. We plan to publish classroom guides, 
disseminate articles and digital resources about the research ethics of documenting the carceral 
state and working with community partners, and solicit student essays and interviews about the 
personal and professional benefits of working on a collaborative humanities project. Through 
this multifaceted approach, our public-facing scholarship will benefit academic researchers as 
well as high school and college classrooms, policymakers, journalists, and public audiences that 
are not well aware of the historical roots and contemporary processes of policing, 
criminalization, and mass incarceration. Via targeted outreach and promotional efforts, our 
archive and related products will be available for activists, civic organizations, and members of 
impacted communities (including reaching incarcerated persons through PCAP and prison 
newsletters) who seek research to support their efforts to transform public policies and pursue 
restorative justice. We will use the dissemination funding to hire graduate students to work with 
faculty on publicity and to sponsor a speaking tour and community forums to present portions of 
our work and solicit feedback.  
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6.  Describe your project management plans. (500 words) 
 

            The ambitious scale and the multiple component projects that comprise Documenting 
Criminalization and Confinement necessitate shared responsibility for project management. The 
PI (Matthew Lassiter in year 1 and Heather Thompson in year 2) and the project director (Nora 
Krinitsky) will closely collaborate in the overall project management, including coordinating 
meetings with the faculty/graduate leaders of component projects, creating clear workflows and 
mentoring plans, facilitating the methodological division leaders’ consultations with all six 
components, running the biweekly Documenting team meetings, and tracking the budget and 
research hours. The PI will be a faculty leader of one component project (the Policing and 
Social Justice HistoryLab for Lassiter; Confronting Conditions of Confinement for Thompson) 
and will have primary oversight responsibility for two other component projects (Immigration and 
the Carceral State and Captive Afterlives for Lassiter in year 1), in collaboration with those 
leadership teams and with the input of the project director. Nora Krinitsky, the project director, is 
also the interim director of PCAP (AY 2019-2020), a faculty affiliate of the Policing and Social 
Justice HistoryLab, the program director for the Carceral State Project’s campus events, and the 
LSA administrator and Carceral State Project liaison to the Michigan-Mellon Project on 
Egalitarianism and the Metropolis. In these capacities, Krinitsky will have primary oversight 
responsibility for Documenting Prison Education and Arts, Critical Carceral Visualities, and 
Confronting Conditions of Confinement--in collaboration with those leadership teams and with 
the PI’s input. The PI and project director will work jointly with the methodological division heads 
to coordinate the partnership with the Bentley Historical Library, facilitate relationships with 
campus and community partners, manage the Documenting archive and its affiliated websites, 
and promote these products to diverse audiences. 

Our strategies for mentoring and divisions of labor owe much to the models of the From 
Africa to Patagonia project and Million Dollar Hoods at UCLA. Every two weeks, the PI and 
project director will organize a full-team meeting in the Collaboratory space for events that 
include collective community-building, discussions of research ethics and best practices, 
dialogue with community partners, briefings by component projects, modeling of digital 
platforms, and especially student presentations of research in progress. They will schedule 
regular meetings with each project leadership team and request written monthly reports on 
progress made and roadblocks encountered. Delegation of responsibility is essential in a project 
of this scale, and the component research teams will be expected to hold regular meetings with 
their members and to establish clear processes of mentorship between faculty and students. 
Mentoring goals include students’ development of new intellectual frameworks, research 
methods, collaborative skills, and credited scholarship. We also will ask each student to write 
self-reflective essays that will double as process-oriented deliverables as we document our 
collaborative research approach as a model for humanities projects. And we will encourage 
students to write theses that intersect with the Documenting initiative, to publish their research 
findings in other academic and popular venues, and to present research at academic 
conferences, to community audiences, and in other public forums.      
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7.  Describe documentation and assessment plans for your project. (500 words) 
 

Documenting Criminalization and Confinement will work closely with digital librarians, 
LSA IT specialists, web designers, and archivists to develop and maintain our digital assets and 
physical archives. In addition to utilizing Omeka S for the centralized archive, we plan to hire 
web designers to create our main project website and consult on the component project 
platforms. The Bentley will serve as the key repository for our physical archives and partner with 
us in applying for an NEH Digital Humanities Advancement Grant to expand the project beyond 
the Collaboratory grant period. We also plan to apply for external foundation grants during year 
2, using the research and deliverables produced through Collaboratory funding as models for 
scaled-up projects that expand to national-level documentation through partnerships with other 
universities and organizations.     

The graduate students and faculty leaders of the component projects have produced 
detailed blueprints that identify timeline benchmarks for the two-year grant period (see Appendix 
I). Each component team will meet regularly with the PI and project director, including strategy 
and assessment meetings at the beginning and end of each term, supplemented by monthly 
updates. We will conduct regular surveys of our team members to gather feedback on the 
research process and evaluate the effectiveness of our methods and project management 
structure. We also will test our digital publications and research reports among community 
partners to measure usability, accessibility, and effectiveness. 

Measuring success will require meeting the benchmarks set forth in the research plans 
and timeline below. The digitization and analysis of the PCAP archive will begin immediately 
during Fall 2019. The Policing and Social Justice HistoryLab will publish its first digital exhibit in 
August 2019, leading to new Story Map features and community forums during year 1. The 
Critical Carceral Visualities and Captive Afterlives projects will begin compiling their 
bibliographies and will each publish several Story Maps highlighting key findings and promoting 
ethical research practices during AY 2019-2020. Also in year 1, the Immigration and the 
Carceral State project will produce community-oriented deliverables in alliance with the 
Michigan Immigrant Rights Center. Confronting Conditions of Confinement will initiate the 
process of soliciting testimonials from incarcerated people, hire student researchers to digitize 
prisoner correspondence, and develop its oral interview protocols. The Detroit jail project will 
launch in Spring/Summer 2020 but preliminary work with the Detroit Justice Center will begin 
next fall semester. 

Our team is committed to producing public-facing publications as well as traditional 
scholarship; success depends on publishing findings in both of these modes. We anticipate that 
each component project team will collaboratively write at least one academic article in addition 
to scholarship produced by student researchers. Since most of our outcomes will be digital 
public-facing publications and archives, we will use guidelines for evaluating digital academic 
scholarship that have been developed by professional organizations such as the American 
Historical Association (https://bit.ly/2GTwdHD). We will also contribute to those standards by 
circulating our own protocols for creating collaborative digital academic scholarship and 
conducting research in partnership with impacted communities. 
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8.  Please provide a timeline for your project.  
 
August 2019: 

● Convene meeting among PIs and project director to discuss project management plan 
and work delegation plan. 

● Convene meeting with graduate students to discuss student research protocols and 
student bill of rights. 

● Hire graduate student research assistants (at least one per component project, plus 
division heads). 

● Submit LSA Instructional Support Services Level II Grant to hire community partners to 
develop courses linked to Confronting Conditions of Confinement component. 

● Policing and Social Justice HistoryLab launches Detroit Under Fire online exhibition 
covering 1957-1973 period. 

  
 
Fall Semester 2019: 
  

● Bimonthly meetings of Carceral State Project research team. 
● Monthly meetings between each research team and PI or project director. 
● CSP and digital librarians create Omeka S platform for digital archive and establish 

metadata standards for item collection. 
● PCAP Stakeholders meeting (CSP team, PCAP staff, digital consultants) 
● Documenting Prison Education and Arts graduate student and UG catalog PCAP art 

archive and create protocols for metadata collection. 
● Documenting Prison Education and Arts Correspondence Intake Specialist develops 

ethical protocols for the release and digitization of prisoner correspondence (working 
with other research teams). 

● PCAP Lit Review Coordinator begins to digitize backlog of literary submissions and 
correspondence. 

● Confronting Conditions of Confinement graduate student researcher and UG survey 
archival collections at U-M and Southeast Michigan for prison correspondence and 
begins digitization process. 

● Confronting Conditions of Confinement research team develops ethical protocols for oral 
history collection and begins soliciting written testimonials on conditions inside. 

● Critical Carceral Visualities graduate student researcher and UGs begin work on Zotero 
bibliography and receive training on Omeka S and Story Maps. 

● Captive Afterlives identifies web designer and creates website infrastructure. 
● “Crime, Criminalization, and Punishment” (ANTHCUL 235) team-based course students 

create annotated bibliographies and infographics for Captive Afterlives website. 
● “Cold Cases: Police Violence, Crime, and Social Justice in Michigan” (HIST 491) 

HistoryLab course students research Detroit policing history. 
● Policing and Social Justice HistoryLab UG researchers complete War on Woodward Ave 

online exhibit. 
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● CSP team members attend Making and Unmaking Mass Incarceration Conference at the 
University of Mississippi, December 6-7. 

● Immigration and the Carceral State graduate student researcher completes pro se guide 
and develop Know Your Rights (KYR) curriculum in collaboration with MIRC. 

● Immigration and the Carceral State graduate student researcher and UGs transcribe, 
translate, and analyze data from post-workplace raid interviews. 

● “Immigration Law Research Lab” (HIST 441) students develop research agenda 
according to community partner needs (eg. ICE enforcement patterns). 

● Michigan-Mellon research team meets with Detroit Justice Center leadership to 
formulate research plan for Wayne County Jail project and other research related to DJC 
priorities.  

  
 
Winter Semester 2020: 
  

● Bimonthly meetings of Carceral State Project research team. 
● Monthly meetings between each research team and PI or project director. 
● Documenting Prison Education and Arts GSRA builds infrastructure for new PCAP art 

archive database and create protocols for digitization and metadata collection. 
● Documenting Prison Education and Arts GSRA creates training manual for future art 

collection. 
● PCAP Lit Review Coordinator continues to digitize backlog of literary submissions and 

correspondence. 
● Documenting Prison Education and Arts uses PCAP’s 25th Annual Exhibition of Art by 

Michigan Prisoners as a critical documentation collection point, March 18-April 1.  
● Confronting Conditions of Confinement team continues archival digitization. 
● Critical Carceral Visualities team publishes first iterations of visual material 

bibliographies. 
● Critical Carceral Visualities team publishes its first Story Maps featuring images of 

carceral spaces and context for ethical ways of viewing. 
● Captive Afterlives publishes first ethnographic vignettes on its website. 
● Policing and Social Justice HistoryLab public program with Ike McKinnon, former Detroit 

Police Chief, on the history of Detroit policing & police brutality. 
● Policing and Social Justice HistoryLab graduate student researcher conducts oral 

histories to supplement Detroit Under Fire online exhibit. 
● Policing and Social Justice HistoryLab team produces teaching guides and professional 

development workshops for teachers using materials from Detroit Under Fire. 
● Immigration and the Carceral State team launch KYR curriculum, train volunteers to 

execute the curriculum and establish workflows and ethical protocols for collecting 
sensitive information. 

● Michigan-Mellon research team conducts initial archival research on Wayne County 
Jails.  

● Michigan-Mellon research team plans public program in Detroit in partnership with 
Detroit Justice Center on policing and resource extraction.  
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Spring/Summer 2020: 

 
● Bimonthly meetings of Carceral State Project research team. 
● Monthly meetings between each research team and PI or project director. 
● CSP team launches beta version of Documenting Criminalization and Confinement 

public archival database portal 
● CSP team submits NEH Digital Humanities Advancement Grant in partnership with the 

Bentley Historical Library. 
● Critical Carceral Visualities team presents at annual Critical Visualities Conference. 
● Captive Afterlives solicits and gathers feedback from community organizations. 
● Captive Afterlives hires two UROP students to develop additional website content.  
● Policing and Social Justice HistoryLab team drafts applications for the creation of 

historical plaques commemorating key events and individuals involved in relevant Detroit 
history. 

● Policing and Social Justice HistoryLab team collaborates with the ACLU to file FOIA 
request from DPD on specific cases like Cynthia Scott and other police records. 

● Immigration and the Carceral State team maintain contact with people post-deportation 
via electronic communications and letter-writing and revisit workflows and ethical 
protocols. 

● Immigration and the Carceral State UGs publish/circulate initial research findings from 
research projects initiated the previous fall in History 441. 

  
 
Fall Semester 2020: 
  

● Bimonthly meetings of Carceral State Project research team. 
● Monthly meetings between each research team and PI or project director. 
● Heather Thompson becomes PI.  
● PCAP implements new systems of art and correspondence documentation protocols 

established by Documenting Prison Education and Arts research team. 
● Documenting Prison Education and Arts usability tests for art archive platform. 
● Documenting Prison Education and Arts usability tests for archival materials and 

correspondence platform. 
● Confronting Conditions of Confinement begins oral history collection (with help of GSRA 

who supports oral histories for multiple projects). 
● Confronting Conditions of Confinement and related projects review oral history protocols. 
● Critical Carceral Visualities team continues work on Story Maps with the goal of 

producing 3-5 Story Maps in year 2. 
● Policing and Social Justice HistoryLab launches third online exhibit. 
● Policing and Social Justice HistoryLab graduate student researcher conducts oral 

histories to supplement third online exhibit. 
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● HistoryLab course students research Detroit policing history from the 1990s through the 
present. 

● Policing and Social Justice HistoryLab collaborative group will present at the Urban 
History Association conference in Detroit. Potential panel will discuss HistoryLab 
classroom model & mapping generated by faculty, undergraduate, and graduate student 
collaboration. 

● Immigration and the Carceral State team sustain and build the KYR program in Michigan 
detention centers, identifying aspects of which can be publicly disseminated. They 
collaborate with Confronting Conditions of Confinement team based on the ad-hoc 
documentation of detention conditions to form a public-facing, digital dimension through 
the production of StoryMaps or policy reports. 

● Michigan-Mellon research team publishes first Story Map on Wayne County Jail.  
  
 
Winter Semester 2021: 
  

● Bimonthly meetings of Carceral State Project research team. 
● Monthly meeting between each research team and PI or project director. 
● Documenting Prison Education and Arts uses PCAP’s 26th Annual Exhibition of Art by 

Michigan Prisoners as a critical documentation collection point, dates TBD.  
● Confronting Conditions of Confinement course (co-taught by Heather Thompson and an 

impacted research team member) that instructs undergraduate students and 
incarcerated people to collect oral histories. 

● Confronting Conditions of Confinement graduate student researcher designs website to 
showcase archival material and oral histories from their research collection. 

● Critical Carceral Visualities team presents professional development training for 
educators and museum professionals at UMMA or AADL and creates specialized guides 
for targeted audiences. 

● Captive Afterlives populates website with initial content.  
● Policing and Social Justice HistoryLab team write scholarly articles about HistoryLab 

teaching model and potentials of collaborative work for different academic mediums, like 
“Perspectives on History” magazine. 

● CSP team public programs to present research findings to campus community and 
community organizations. 

● Immigration and the Carceral State graduate student researcher will continue to 
coordinate collaborations and contribute to the Policing and Social Justice Lab’s 
professional development programming for Detroit-area social studies teachers. 

● Immigration and the Carceral State research teams established in the two previous 
iterations of History 441 and in independent study and summer projects will publish and 
publicize results in reports for impacted communities, media outlets and, potentially, 
academic journals. 
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Spring/Summer 2021: 
 

● Bimonthly meetings of Carceral State Project research team. 
● Monthly meeting between each research team and PI or project director. 
● CSP research team speakers’ tour inside Michigan prisons and at community forums to 

present research findings. 
● Graduate student researcher designs and executes PR and policy plan to disseminate 

research findings and publications. 
● Critical Carceral Visualities team presents at annual Critical Visualities Conference. 
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Documenting Prison Education and Arts 
 

Research Team: Ashley Lucas, Nora Krinitsky, Eshe Sherley, Cozine Welch, Patrick Bates 
 
Overview: 
 

The Prison Creative Arts Project (PCAP) generates a wealth of data on the carceral 
state every day. In order to address documentation needs, we’ve separated this data into two 
general sites: the Art Exhibition and the Michigan Review of Prisoner Creative Writing (the 
Review). Each of these sites provides access to a variety of documentation materials, including 
correspondence and written materials, and offers opportunities to document the work of prison 
education and art. Each type of data PCAP generates offers a unique window into the workings 
and experience of the Carceral State. Each one of these materials is tied to a specific program 
within PCAP and requires a coordinator to manage the collection, organization, and 
maintenance of the data. The goal is for each coordinator to work individually and collectively, in 
consultation with an expert in database creation and management (a role that might be shared 
across the nodes), to develop a system for archiving PCAP’s materials in real time and working 
through what’s required to make them available to multiple audiences (future researchers, 
families, and advocates).  

It will be important for each Carceral State Project PCAP  coordinator to work in concert 
with CSP GSRAs, UROP students, and hourly graduate student researchers and existing PCAP 
staff and faculty. 
 
Roles, Job Descriptions, and Resource Needs: 

I. Art Exhibition 
A. Overview and Job Descriptions:  

1. Art/Art Historian/School of Information Grad Student Fellowship or GSRA 
(Winter 2020 or Fall 2019 depending on role): 

a) One central graduate student will create a new art database, 
which will include backlogged art and metadata from the existing 
database, and yearly incoming art. The graduate student will do 
this in three ways: 1) while working through the backlog of the 
existing art database, the student will create a template for future 
art cataloguing, including metadata content and method; 2) 
streamline a system for how the art is catalogued in real-time (i.e.: 
synthesizing PCAP’s multiple forms of data collection); and 3) 
train PCAP staff, undergraduate students, etc to continue art 
cataloguing in the future. 

2. Supporting Roles: UROP students, other graduate student hours as 
needed 

B. Resources and Hours Needed:  
1. Graduate Student Fellowship/GSRA: 20 hours/week 
2. Undergraduate Students: 40 hours a week, 10 hours/student 
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II. General Correspondence Intake Specialist Fellowship (Winter 2020 or Fall 2019, one-
semester role, as resources allow): 

A. Overview and Job Description: PCAP receives multiple forms of correspondence 
daily typically via snail mail. PCAP staff also receive correspondence individually. 
The Correspondence Intake Specialist will create a sustainable and replicable 
system for archiving correspondence and disseminating it to the appropriate 
recipient. The specialist will also work to archive existing correspondence in 
consultation with the Review coordinator in particular, including the creation of a 
protocol to ensure all art or writing has some form of release from the artist (in 
consultation with our library partners). Lastly, the specialist will train incoming 
UROP students, PCAP staff, or other CSP hourly individuals to maintain the 
system.  

B. Intake specialist will work with PCAP staff to reexamine release forms, consider 
ethical implications for archiving correspondence, etc. 

III. Michigan Review of Prisoner Creative Writing (the Review): Written Material & 
Correspondence  

A. The Coordinator of the PCAP Lit Review for the Carceral State Project will collect 
and digitize all correspondence for the Review, including written submissions, 
accompanying letters or author statements, feedback letters, and any additional 
correspondence. The director will also work with the digital consultant to 
streamline the documentation process and create and implement metadata, 
ranging from genre, to content, to paratextual information. In addition, the director 
will train and work with UROP students to help create and maintain a database of 
all written correspondence and lit review submissions, including the incorporation 
of metadata.  

B. Resources and Hours Needed: 10-15 hours/week, from Fall 2019-Winter 2020; 
additional undergraduate UROP support to help document and digitize 
correspondence, including metadata 

IV. Digital Data Management  
A. The key theme that came up across our conversations was sustainability. PCAP 

has limited staff hours and runs lots of programming, and so whatever digital 
platform is introduced needs to either integrate seamlessly with the systems 
PCAP already uses, constitute a total overhaul of the current systems, or have a 
solid plan for the expertise and manpower to be available to update the digital 
platform. This was a need that was established for many of the projects. For this 
project, we imagine that it would involve two key functions: 

1. Consultation 
a) Whatever digital platform was chosen or created would need a 

professional to look at PCAP’s (and the other projects’) current 
systems and figure out how a new system could be integrated in 
conversation with staff and the PCAP community, to train staff on 
how to use the new system, and be a resource if complex 
questions came up that couldn’t be easily addressed by staff or 
people working on the CSP. This is where someone with expertise 
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in database management will be crucial as a consultant on the 
project.  

2. Staffing 
a) The digital platform either needs to not add any more labor to 

staff, or have a plan for some kind of sustainable position to be 
created to be directly responsible for the digital platform and for 
archiving. 

 
Timeline, Important Benchmarks, and Deliverables: 

I. Year One Agenda and Goals: 
A. Fall 2019 meeting with all key stakeholders (PCAP staff, CSP collaborators, 

digital database consultant) 
B. Templates and protocols for art, correspondence, and general intake  
C. Art and correspondence backlog cleared 
D. Documentation training models established, geared toward UROP students 

II. Year Two Agenda and Goals: 
A. Pilot new systems of documentation 
B. Create the foundation for the prison education and arts archive 
C. Pilot usability of archival materials and art database 

 
Ongoing questions: 
 

1. Where/how to store the material archive? 
2. How much library consultant time will be needed? 
3. How might we reexamine the art/writing releases that exist within PCAP’s system to 

allow for revocation/removal from the archive? 
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Policing and Social Justice HistoryLab 
 

Research Team: Matt Lassiter, Nicole Navarro, David Helps, Nora Krinitsky 
 
Summary 
An exploration and documentation of policing is at the heart of the Documenting Criminalization 
and Confinement initiative. As historian Elizabeth Hinton puts it, the police are “the first line of 
contact between citizens and the justice system.” “We cannot fully account for how mass 
incarceration happened,” Hinton insists, “without examining the transformation of American 
policing in the last fifty years.”1 “Prisons can be built and laws passed,” activist-scholar Micol 
Seigel adds, “but without the lever of police, no bodies will find themselves in cages.”2 Through 
the Policing and Social Justice HistoryLab and other project components, Documenting 
responds to this urgent call to develop our understanding of policing and its role within the wider 
carceral state.  
 
The Policing and Social Justice HistoryLab is a new engaged pedagogy and digital history 
initiative that brings undergraduate and graduate students together to document police violence 
in metropolitan Detroit, with plans to expand to other parts of Michigan and beyond. As part of a 
“flipped classroom” course, as well as paid research opportunities, students conduct original 
historical research in local archives to create online exhibits and digital maps of policing, 
criminalization, and resistance. As a public history initiative, these research findings 
contextualize contemporary state violence practices and their role within mass incarceration in 
our present. The HistoryLab will contribute to the Documenting initiative through the digital 
publication of collaborative student research and will employ graduate student supervisors to 
create mapping visualizations of its archival data. Already, the HistoryLab has produced two 
collaborative research digital exhibits, Detroit Under Fire and War on Woodward Ave, and will 
expand this component through future classes.  
 
The HistoryLab is currently the main vehicle for exploring and developing content related to the 
theme of policing and criminalization, but the goal is to expand in the future the documenting of 
policing beyond just the HistoryLab course structure. The long term goal of the project is to 
catalogue the long history of police violence and policing activism, uncover systemic policing 
patterns, and highlight all police shootings  and homicides.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
1 Elizabeth Hinton, From the War on Poverty to the War on Crime: The Making of Mass Incarceration in 
America (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 2016), 9. 
2 Micol Seigel, Violence Work: State Power and the Limits of Police (Durham: Duke University Press, 
2018), 185. 
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Timeline/Important Benchmarks  
Year ONE  

- Launching & publicizing Detroit Under Fire website in August; clearing primary source 
permissions 

- In Fall 2019, the third iteration of the HistoryLab class will pick up from the previous 
year’s two classes, covering the years between Coleman Young’s election as Detroit 
mayor in 1974 and the war on crack cocaine of the 1980s. 

- Public program collaboration with Ike McKinnon, former Detroit Police Chief, on the 
history of Detroit policing & police brutality  

- Producing research and policy reports from metadata (for advocacy groups and 
community organizations to present at city council, like the case of Cynthia Scott) 

- Creating additional StoryMaps that will be featured in the Documenting website 
- PR campaign of website & related content 

- Graduate student fellow will lead a team of undergraduates and community 
partners to conduct interviews to supplement the Detroit Under Fire website. 

- Writing and placing op-eds providing a critical-historical perspective to topics related to 
policing, urban politics, and the oft-invoked “comeback” of Detroit 

- Producing teaching guides and professional development workshops for teachers using 
materials from Detroit Under Fire  

- Connecting with present-day activist groups like the Detroit Coalition Against Police 
Brutality 

- Drafting applications for the creation of historical plaques commemorating key events 
and individuals involved in relevant Detroit history 

- Begin collaborating with the ACLU to file FOIA request from DPD on specific cases like 
Cynthia Scott and other police records 

- Winter 2020 - select undergraduates from HistoryLab class will continue to work on 
website & StoryMaps from F19 class with the aim to complete website for public release. 

 
Year TWO (ends August 2021) 

- Launch second website by Fall’20 
- Collaborate with the Detroit Jails Mellon Project 
- Graduate student fellow will lead a team of undergraduates and community partners to 

conduct interviews to supplement the 1974-1989  website. 
- Fourth HistoryLab course on Detroit 1990-present. 
- Work alongside the ACLU to file FOIA requests 
- Fall 2020 - collaborative group will present at the Urban History Association conference 

in Detroit. Potential panel will discuss HistoryLab classroom model & mapping generated 
by faculty,undergraduate, and graduate student collaboration. 

- Producing oral histories to be featured on the Documenting website 
- Write scholarly articles about HistoryLab teaching model and potentials of collaborative 

work for different academic mediums, like “Perspectives on History” magazine.  
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Labor Needs 
One graduate student will be hired on as the “Lab Supervisor” to work alongside the Fall ‘19 
course to be paid through the NINI DEI grant (10hrs/week). The lab supervisor is tasked with 
working with undergraduate students to help develop research questions, website development, 
metadata management and mapping components. Lab supervisors will also consult with and 
mentor undergraduate teams in research methods, document analysis, and mapping interactive.  
 
In addition to the lab supervisor for the Fall19 course, one-to-two additional graduate student 
fellows will work on separate, yet related, aspects of policing within the Documenting initiative. 
The graduate students will be compensated at an hourly rate for up to 10 hours/week per 
semester through the grant. Graduate students would be tasked with expanding aspects of the 
project beyond the course-produced materials and liaison with other components of the 
Documenting project and outside organizations. These tasks would entail working on 
interpreting research metadata in the form of mini-reports, conducting oral histories and 
interviews of the community to be features on the Documenting website, and creating teaching 
guides and modules from the existing websites. For instance, each of the fellows would divide 
the task of working along with the Immigration Policing Project and the Mellon project on the 
Detroit jail and criminalization. Fellows would also be tasked with mining courthouse records in 
preparation for working with the ACLU to develop FOIA and general police records requests. 
Graduate students will collaboration with the School of Education to produce teaching guides 
and modules on policing for public school. Additionally, graduate student fellows will be tasked 
with leading a team of undergraduates and community partners to conduct interviews and with 
developing StoryMaps to spotlight narratives not already highlighted in the class-produced 
websites and featured in the Documenting website. Developing public programming, panels, 
and roundtables on policing with community members and historical actors, like Ike McKinnon, 
and promoting these events as well as the  websites  will also be the responsibility of the 
graduate student fellows.  
 
Undergraduate students can be collaborating members of the project through two means: 
course credit and hourly stipend. Students enrolled in the Fall class will have the opportunity to 
add course credits and to be hired to continue their research and work on a final version of the 
website and Story Maps. This work will initially be conducted in the Winter semester as a formal 
independent study with faculty and graduate student oversight. Undergraduates will also be 
hired during the summer on an hourly basis to expand content related to the website. 
Undergraduates who are not enrolled in coursework also have the opportunity to be hired on an 
hourly basis to conduct data analysis from class generated metadata, research policing and 
criminalization beyond metro-Detroit, and create visual reports. These are also areas for 
potential collaboration with other departments, as well as other institutions (such as Wayne 
State, Detroit Mercy, UM Dearborn and Flint). 
 
We will need to hire a web designer/consultant (potentially a graduate or undergraduate 
student) to help develop an independent Policing and Social Justice HistoryLab portal that will 
link to the larger Documenting project website. This portal will house links to the class-
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developed websites and feature additional StoryMaps and interviews. A consultant will also 
work with the HistoryLab to design templates for future class Omeka digital exhibits.  
 
Infrastructure Needs 
(tech/space/institutional resources) 
Omeka 
ArcGIS 
Social Explorer 
StoryMaps  
Currently using Google Drive as backup storage & class collaboration  
As the inventory of this project grows, we will need to figure out additional server storage for oral 
interview videos 
 
Contributions  
The Policing and Social Justice HistoryLab is well-positioned to be an initial public-facing 
component of Documenting, able to reach existing audiences of journalists, advocates, activists, 
educators and policymakers with an interest in historically-oriented narratives around policing 
and criminalization. Given the extent of its development, it has already generated research 
materials that can be showcased as part of the Documenting project. The website projects, 
Detroit Under Fire produced by the F18 class and War on Woodward Ave produced by the W19 
class, function as digital exhibits with accompanying interactive StoryMaps. The different 
components of the websites are geared towards different audiences--whether researchers, high 
school students, affected communities, or the general public. We envision the interactive 
StoryMaps to be the most accessible and viewed aspect of the student-produced website.  
 
In addition to further digital exhibits like War on Woodward Ave and Detroit Under Fire, the 
HistoryLab aims to increase media attention on the issue of policing in Detroit and beyond. The 
goal would be to leverage media attention in order to spotlight the stories of Cynthia Scott, 
killings by the CRASH and STRESS policing programs, and the fraught history of policing more 
generally. Sharing our findings through media campaigns will allow this critical research to reach 
a wider audience and have the potential to impact public policy.  
 
The curricular structure ensures undergraduate students are trained in historical research and 
digital history skills, enabling them to become further involved as paid contributors on this 
project. For example, taking a cue from UCLA’s Million Dollar Hoods project, undergraduate 
students will generate reports on particular policing patterns in response to community-raised 
needs, providing the institutional pressure and empirical context for shaping public policy. 
Research training from HistoryLab courses or other means of involvement with the Policing 
component project broadly will also prepare undergraduates to conduct independent research 
for honors theses.   
 
The HistoryLab will also contribute to the Documenting project’s aim of generating and 
collecting materials, while also furthering the history of policing. In a planned partnership with 
the ACLU, researchers will file Freedom of Information Act requests with the Detroit Police 
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Department, beginning with known cases of police misconduct. Out of this process, we hope to 
generate strategic templates for those looking to unearth similar material from police agencies 
across Michigan and beyond.   
 
Finally, because it bridges engaged pedagogy and public history, the HistoryLab will make 
pedagogical contributions to Documenting Criminalization and Confinement. Beyond the 
Michigan History department course itself, the materials from Detroit Under Fire and future 
research will become the basis for a teaching guide, professional development workshop, and 
Detroit syllabus (on the model of the #FergusonSyllabus) aimed at Detroit-area social studies 
teachers. This will be completed in potential partnership with the Center for Education, Design, 
Evaluation and Research in the School of Education. 
  
Collaboration 

- Policing and criminalization as a theme that gets at a collective experience and touches 
upon other components of the larger Documenting project 

- Makes explicit connections to other policing initiatives like the Immigration Justice 
Lab and the Detroit Jails Mellon project. 

- Comparative analysis - immigration enforcement & detention 
- How policing & incarceration work together as a means of drawing connections 

between PSJ component and other Documenting projects 
- Reach out to other professors working on related materials on the theme of policing to 

produce content for the portal website beyond the work that is already conducted 
through the HistoryLab. 

- Potential to co-teach HistoryLab classes at other institutions like Wayne State University, 
etc.  

- Related class on Grand Rapids by Bryan Roby 
- Making connections with other professors at other campuses teaching classes on 

policing & criminalization 
- Examples of Immigrant Justice Lab tasks that intersect with the PSJ HistoryLab mission 

- coding WICIR urgent response line data to identify ICE enforcement patterns 
- utilizing open records laws to request data from the Secretary of State on police 

scans of license plates to identify potential profiling 
- mapping immigration enforcement policies for different police jurisdictions across 

the state 
- Examples of collaborative material produced: 

- collaborating with school of information to develop aspects of website, ie.  
creating and coding primary source documents featured on the website 
accessible for multiple forms of search  

- School of Education to develop teaching guides and classroom modules  
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Critical Carceral Visualities Proposal 
 

Research Team: Ruby Tapia, Rachel Cawkwell 
 

Overview 
This component of the Documenting Criminalization project focuses on compiling 

bibliographies of visual materials created in and about carceral spaces, as well as providing a 
framework for seeing these images through an abolitionist lens. At the heart of this project is the 
paradoxical relationship between prisons and visuality. On the one hand, prisons seek to be 
visually unknowable, separate and apart from the reaches of society, restricting access of entry 
and documentation. On the other hand, prisons use photography to further their own goals, 
through mugshots and commissioned work, and prison imagery is fundamentally embedded in 
our visual imaginary, frequently appearing in film and photography as a matter of fact and 
necessity. This project addresses both ends of the paradox, by compiling visual materials that, 
while already circulating, are currently dispersed and thus difficult to access for research 
purposes, and, at the same time, providing frameworks for rethinking the way we see popular 
depictions of prison spaces. Regarding this latter goal, we provide tools and models for reading 
against carceral logics of control, states of exception, reformist narratives, and carceral 
humanism. Our two main goals have two corresponding methodologies: 1) producing extensive 
bibliographies of carceral images, including how these images have been circulated and 
theorized and 2) creating model online storymaps that showcase an abolitionist visuality.  
 
Audience & Utility 

Bibliographies and storymaps will be invaluable to anyone hoping to research the 
carceral state, and we plan on using formatting and language that will not limit the scope of our 
audience to solely academic researchers. We hope these materials will be accessible and 
useful to anyone interested in prison visualities, including practicing photographers, teachers, 
journalists, and activists. For instance, while our project will include scholarship on critical prison 
studies photography theory, ethnic and feminist studies, and more, we will summarize and 
excerpt this material to make it readable to a lay audience. Our project will also target some of 
these particular audiences, by creating spaces on our website for specialized use guides, e.g. 
how journalists might approach using carceral images or how a high school teacher might 
organize a project for their students around this material.  
 
Ethical Considerations 

Because there are ethical implications when reproducing photography with human 
subjects, we have set the following guidelines for our work to minimize the possibility of harm:  

1) we are only reproducing images that are already in circulation,  
2) we are not reproducing images which display violence (with the understanding that 

violence is inherent in the carceral state), and  
3) we do not let images stand alone, which could potentially reinforce carceral logics 
inherent in the images, but provide contextualization and framing for considering the 
work.  

 
 
Process 

We will use Zotero for compiling our bibliographies and Omeka S for displaying our 
materials. In alignment with the positions available for graduate students in the overarching 
Carceral State Project, the Critical Carceral Visualities project would engage with one or two 
graduate students (depending on available resources) working on archives and data/platforms. 
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Each graduate student would have approximately 10 hours a week of work. Undergraduate 
students would be able to assist in bibliographic work on flexible work plans. The members 
working on this project would need basic training at the beginning of the grant on using Zotero 
and creating visual displays in Omeka S using StoryMap JS.  

In addition to training, the beginning of our grant process will include identifying key 
factors to consider in relation to the images we compile, which we can use to create templates 
in Omeka S (image creator, image location, image genre, options for access, historical use of 
the work, critical work on the source, etc.). We will also identify important tags for these sources 
(innocence, maternal, death penalty, etc.) and cross check our list for consistency with the other 
components of the Carceral State Project.  

After this initial start-up process, we will begin the bibliographic component of the 
project. The scope of this project consists of United States photography and film from the 20th 
and 21st centuries. Our large scope allows us to show side-by-side the wide variety of depictions 
of the carceral state. The compilation process will begin by working from already existing partial 
lists of these materials. For instance, we can build our database using lists of prison-related 
films from websites such as the Internet Movie Database (IMDb) and instances of prison 
photography from Pete Brooks’ prison photography website: https://prisonphotography.org. 
While these sources are a helpful starting point for researchers, we aim to be more thorough in 
our cataloguing process in order to provide a more ideal research database that allows 
searching across genres and consistently provides frameworks for critical engagement. We aim 
to have first iterations of photography and film bibliographies available online by the end of the 
first year of the grant.  

Alongside this capacious bibliographic effort, our narrower storymaps project will allow 
us to model close engagement with particular photographs, films, and exhibitions. For instance, 
one storymap might model multiple ways of seeing and interacting with a single image from our 
bibliography, including both historical examples of how it has been seen and potential new ways 
through an abolitionist framework. The first year of the grant will allow our team members to 
experiment with the features of StoryMap JS as well as other similar features available through 
the Knight Lab (e.g. Juxtapose and Timeline) with the aim of creating at least one storymap by 
the end of the year. This first storymap would focus on the ethics of viewing, and ideally this 
would be completed in fall 2019 to correspond with the launch of the Carceral State Project’s 
website. We also aim to present on our process and this storymap at the annual Critical 
Visualities conference held in Ann Arbor every spring. The second year of the grant will allow for 
more extensive work with storymaps, with the goal of producing three to five storymaps over the 
two year period of the grant. We will be intentional about the maps that we create, including 
some at the intersections of other component products (e.g. image from immigration detention 
center or photography created through PCAP programming) and where applicable would like to 
focus storymaps on images that our community partners would like us to dig deeper into. Within 
this second year, we will also focus on producing specialized use guides for target audiences. 
Our broader outlook in the second year may also include some public programming, such as a 
workshop at UMMA or the AADL about interacting with prison-related images.  
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Confronting Conditions of Confinement 
  

Research Team: Heather Ann Thompson, Pat Bates, Eshe Sherley, Cozine Welsh 
 
Project Description 
This research project will document the physical conditions and the social and psychological 
impacts of being confined in a Michigan penal facility, both today and historically. It will do this 
by conducting a series of oral histories of various constituents in the system (the incarcerated, 
corrections officers, advocates), by asking incarcerated individuals to submit their own 
recollections, observations, and testimonies regarding their experience on the inside, and by 
digitizing existing collections of prisoner letters written to various individuals (organizations, 
politicians, individuals).  
      
Project Praxis 
Collection and digitization of existing materials/archiving: AFSC letters, Labadie and Bentley 
letters, letters in the possession of the PI, PCAP letters. Community partners: AFSC, Margo’s 
Civil Rights Clearinghouse 
 
Collection of new materials/Oral history: Conduct oral histories of staff and administration in 
Jackson (community partner: the Cell Block 7 Museum), conduct oral histories of returning 
citizens (community partner: Safe and Just Michigan and PCAP), conduct oral histories of men 
and women on the inside (University Partner: Inside/Out), conduct oral histories with advocates 
(Community partners: varied and including Detroit Justice Center, AFSC, MCCD, National 
Lawyers Guild), solicit prisoner testimonies via PCAP, solicit staff and administration testimonies 
via MDOCs, retirees, and especially staff and administration of Wayne County Jail in order to 
have a diversity of perspectives, solicit advocate testimonies via Michigan National Lawyers 
Guild and ACLU. 
 
Timeline: 
 
Year one: Begin collecting existing letters and digitizing existing letters in personal and 
institutional collections here. Community and University partners: Labadie, Bentley, PCAP, 
individual faculty and project participants,  Margo’s clearinghouse. We would also use this your 
to develop the groundwork to begin collecting new materials in year 2. This means researching 
the standards of ethical oral history, developing a protocol and principles for collecting ethically, 
and building the relationships and infrastructure necessary to hit the ground running in year 2.  
 

● We would hire Pat and Cozine at 5 hours a week each to begin this process. 
They will spend their other 5 hours a week on the PCAP project.  
 

● We would also employ one graduate student at 10 hours a week to work with Pat 
and Cozine to begin collection and digitization. This graduate student would also 
begin to work through the ethical considerations and planning required to begin 
collecting new material in year 2, in close consultation with Pat, Cozine, and 
Heather.  

 
Year two: Begin collecting oral histories and testimonies via classes (labs, inside out) and 
individuals. Create a web site to showcase snippets of all elements of the project.  
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● Pat and Cozine will continue to be hired on at 5 hours a week, but their focus will 
shift to collecting new materials through oral histories.  
 

● A graduate student will work with Pat and Cozine at 10 hours a week to continue 
digitizing material that’s already available. They will also work on the website to 
showcase the digitized material. The graduate student would also help train 
undergraduates, faculty, and anyone on the project in the ethical protocols 
developed in year one before they began collecting oral histories.  
 

● Pat, Cozine, Heather, and the graduate student will work together to adjust the 
protocols and ethical principles of collecting, storing, and displaying information 
collected through this project as the collection of new materials commences in 
Year 2.  
 

● Undergraduates will be utilized through an Inside/Out class and classes taught 
by the PI (Heather Ann Thompson) to assist in continuing to digitize materials 
and collect oral histories of staff and administration. We will also utilize 
undergraduate students through the Henry Ford Community College UROP 
program.  

 
Research Team: 
 
1 graduate student/year, undergraduates (community college via UROP, in class, Inside/Out 
class), 2 researchers from impacted communities, and the PI 
 
Deliverables 
 
There will be three deliverables for this project: 
 

1. This project will develop guidelines on the ethical collection, storage, and dissemination 
of archival material about the carceral state. These guidelines, which will draw on 
established fields like oral history, the exciting work already happening on the carceral 
state, and our own experiences, will have the potential to be a new standard that 
researchers can look to when wanting to start their own projects.  
 

2. By the end of year 2, this project will have begun to develop a unique archive that will 
both make serious headway in cataloguing extant material on the carceral state in 
Michigan and will develop new materials. The collection and creation of this material will 
set the foundation for the Conditions of Confinement project to continue growing as a 
resource into the foreseeable future. The archive will also point researchers toward other 
material that is available on this topic from other institutions.   
 

3. By the end of year 2, this project will have developed a Conditions of Confinement 
website in order to showcase select portions of the archival material to the public. These 
materials have the potential to be used as teaching tools or as accessible information for 
community groups. We will also explore how the archive we develop can be 
communicated in ways that can shift the conversation around confinement in Michigan, 
and the United States more broadly.   

4.  
5.  
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Captive Afterlives 
 

Research Team: Melissa Burch, Reuben Riggs-Bookman 
 
CONTEXT   
Approximately 70 million US adults—one in four—has a record detailing prior convictions, 
arrests, dismissed charges and charges-pending that would appear on a routine criminal 
background check (Natividad and Emsellem 2011). Nearly twenty million of the seventy, 
including almost one-third of the African American male population has a conviction classified 
as a felony (Shannon et al 2010 in Mayson 2015). These staggering numbers—and 
disparities—are the result of the unprecedented boom in the use of surveillance, policing and 
aggressive criminal prosecution that began in the late 1960s and nearly five decades later, has 
produced what scholars have aptly termed an era of “mass conviction” (Chin 2012).  
 
In recent decades, federal and state government agencies have steadily added to the number of 
circumstances requiring a criminal background check by law. In addition, most employers and 
landlords now conduct background checks as a matter of routine and discriminate on their 
basis. The long term social and economic impacts of systemic exclusion are devastating for 
impacted individuals, their families and communities.  
 
In 2014 and 2015, Dr. Melissa Burch conducted a year-long ethnographic study following job 
seekers with recent felony convictions in the search for work. At the same time, she developed 
close relationships with local employers in order to understand how criminal records are 
considered in the hiring process. Data collection and analysis are ongoing. As a long-term study 
of the post-conviction experience, The Captive Afterlives Project presents initial research 
findings and continues to generate new insights. 
 
 
PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
Summary. The Captive Afterlives Project is a research-education-action initiative that 
documents the human impact of a criminal conviction in the United States and supports efforts 
to challenge the discriminatory use of criminal records. It does this by making scholarly 
concepts and data available to organizers, educators and policy makers in engaging and useful 
ways and by taking direction from community-based organizations. Forefronting ethnographic 
analysis, the project aims to deepen understanding of the lived experience of criminalization and 
to challenge common sense about the meaning and use of criminal records. Key components of 
the project include accessible presentation and analysis of ethnographic research data and 
easily understood annotated bibliographies and infographics for use by community organizers, 
policy advocates and the general public. The Captive Afterlives Project will draw from 
ethnographic research conducted by Dr. Melissa Burch and from analysis, graphics and 
bibliographies generated by graduate and undergraduate researchers. 
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Vision. The Captive Afterlives Project aims to accessibly communicate research in ways that 
help shift common sense around the collateral consequences of conviction and support 
advocates working to challenge exclusionary criminalization. Fundamentally, the Captive 
Afterlives Project is based in a commitment to scholarly praxis rooted in the needs and concerns 
of communities. This grounding recognizes that achieving meaningful impact in people's lives 
will come in part from advocates and academic researchers forming reciprocal relationships that 
allow for the two-way exchange of insights and resources. At its best, this means using theory to 
directly inform practice and rooting new research in lived experiences. The Captive Afterlives 
Project will experiment with a path towards scholar activism by incorporating researchers and 
advocates into a shared project based on ethnographic insights. While there are many material 
realities that make this difficult (like constraints on time and money), the Captive Afterlives 
Project is committed to exploring ways of overcoming these challenges.  In the first two years, 
the project will build a website that accessibalizes existing research, contextualizes quantitative 
data on collateral consequences, and most importantly, uses ethnographic inquiry into lived 
experiences of criminalization as a point of departure for both practice and theory.  
 
Contributions. The Captive Afterlives project asks two primary questions: how can 
anthropology help to better understand the extension of the carceral state to lives outside the 
prison and how can scholarship contribute meaningfully to efforts to challenge these forms of 
containment? By seeking to answer both of these questions, the Captive Afterlives Project will 
make a topical, disciplinary, and political contribution. Topically, it will re-frame the continued 
condition of confinement beyond prison walls as a distinctly human issue. Current research in 
this area has tended to examine criminalization from a legalistic or social problems standpoint, 
missing some of the nuanced, everyday realities that structure this experience. Through a focus 
on the lived experience of perpetual punishment, the Captive Afterlives Project will make 
original contributions to the study of carceral practices and their human impacts. In this vein, it 
seeks to build on big data driven models of collaborative research such as The National 
Inventory of the Collateral Consequences of Conviction by contextualizing these numbers 
through ethnographic encounters. By zooming in and out on lived experiences and macro 
context, it will reshape how collateral consequences are thought of. 
 
The Captive Afterlives Project will also make a disciplinary contribution to anthropology by 
exploring alternative ways of presenting ethnographic findings and by bringing ethnographic 
analysis to the issue of life with a criminal record. Ethnography has the tremendous potential to 
unsettle commonly held assumptions surrounding its objects of inquiry. It pushes its consumers 
to reckon with how different contexts produce different meanings, and, unlike simple story 
telling, it incites those it engages to think critically about their own relationship to the subject. 
Despite offering this important way for understanding the world, the vast majority of 
anthropological data is presented in often unapproachable monograph form. Furthermore, the 
discipline’s capacity to produce these profound insights has yet to be applied to the issue of 
criminalization and punishment. The Captive Afterlives Project will explore alternative methods 
for presenting ethnographic findings as a means of intervening in these disciplinary issues. 
Expanding on a path charted by public anthropology initiatives like Sapiens and Anthropoliteia, 
this project will reformulate how ethnographic insights are presented and shared. 
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Finally, the Captive Afterlives Project’s contribution will be political: it will support advocates 
trying to improve the lives of those marked criminal. Through its various components--digesting 
and disseminating research, collaborating with advocates, and engaging graduate and 
undergraduate students in research--it will aim to move the needle in useful ways. Critically 
though, it will do this by grounding itself in real issues and real people. It will dialogue with 
advocates at the forefront of collateral consequences issues to determine how ethnographic and 
other research insights can be most effectively mobilized. 
 
PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION  
 
The Captive Afterlives website will be central to each of the project’s core aims. It will be the 
platform through which it expands scholarly understandings of the experience of criminal 
conviction, challenges common sense assumptions about collateral consequences, and makes 
research accessible to advocates. Given this, the project’s two primary areas of work revolve 
around the website; in the two years of the collaboratory grant, the Captive Afterlives Project will 
focus on constructing its website and working with students and advocates to produce its 
research content.  
 
Website Design 
The Captive Afterlives website (captiveafterlives.org) will feature three interrelated elements: 
ethnographic vignettes, annotated bibliographies, and infographic research reports.  
 
First and foremost, the website will present ethnographic findings in a more experiential and 
digestible manner. Embracing an ethnographic approach that looks critically at the production of 
meaning in relation to multiple contexts, the website will focus on taking visitors through different 
vantages on life with a criminal record. When visitors come to the website they will be presented 
with keyword themes that structure the lived experiences of formerly incarcerated individuals 
such as risk, loss, exclusion and insecurity. After choosing to explore a given keyword, they will 
move seamlessly from the keyword through different layers of understanding that issue. In a 
fractal manner that shifts as the user navigates, statistics, theory, vignettes, contextualizing 
ideas, and visuals would be presented, moving the visitor in and out of aspects of life marked as 
criminal. In the end, visitors will both know and feel how large structural ideas meet individuals’ 
lives. 
 
The website will also host annotated bibliographies designed for use by advocates. There is 
much that scholars have uncovered that community partners would find useful, but this research 
is for the most part inaccessible in terms of time, jargon, and literal access. The Captive 
Afterlives Project will review this research and present it in pared down forms more akin to how 
advocates might use it. It will present short annotations that describe research texts alongside 
interventions they could be used to make. Where possible, it will also provide access to full pdfs 
of these works. Beyond these annotations, the Captive Afterlives Project website will organize 
these resources to better suit particular advocacy tasks. For example, it will arrange research 
works and their annotations so that they are searchable by key issue. For example, one group 
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recently requested Dr. Burch’s help finding research on the lack of workplace risk posed by 
people with criminal records; with this system, this group would be able to search the Captive 
Afterlives website for an annotated list like ‘challenging risk.’ The website will also systematize 
annotations based on desired learning outcomes. For instance, advocates would be able to 
browse based on how much time it will take to review the resource or how much prior 
knowledge is needed to best understand it. 
 
The website will also present visualized research findings in the form of infographic reports. 
These infographics will focus on various aspects of the research and will again be designed for 
ease of use by advocacy organizations. One such infographic, for example, might present key 
challenges to accessing an Emergency Medical Technician license through a graphical 
visualization of the multiple agencies whose criminal records-based restrictions might prevent 
criminalized job seekers from advancing in EMT-related professions. It would be made 
accessible in different sizes and in downloadable versions so that any organization might be 
able to use it at meetings with constituents or policy makers. 
 
Over the two year grant period, the Captive Afterlives Project will work on building a website 
with these capabilities. Equally important, however, it will continue to explore different 
formulations of these materials in dialogue with the advocates for whom they would be 
produced. 
 
 
Student participation and research  
 
The website will be designed and its research content populated in close collaboration with 
undergraduate and graduate researchers. These student researchers will transcribe interviews, 
conduct background research, and participate in website design.  
 
Much of the transcription, background research, and web design will be produced through direct 
mentorship. During the semesters and summer months, Dr. Burch will meet regularly with a 
graduate student research assistant to work in partnership to complete these tasks. Together, 
they will build the framework for the website and its content. Additionally, during the first 
summer of the grant period, Dr. Burch will work directly with one or more undergraduate student 
researchers from UM’s Undergraduate Research Opportunity Program (UROP). This mentoring 
relationship would in turn refine the infographics and annotated bibliographies produced by the 
team-based course. 
 
Simultaneously Dr. Burch will pilot a team based survey course in the Fall of 2019 that will 
experiment with students contributing to the website’s infographics and annotated 
bibliographies. This team-based survey of criminalization and punishment will be an important 
source of research support for the Captive Afterlives Project. Undergraduate teams, under the 
supervision of a graduate student instructor, will be tasked with producing both annotated 
bibliographic entries and complementary infographics for the website. These projects will digest 
existing research on the collateral consequences of conviction, while serving as a foundation for 
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broader questions about how to organize collaborative undergraduate research and allowing the 
Captive Afterlives Project to assess student capacities and identify future participants in the 
project. 
 
Beyond the two-year grant period, the Captive Afterlives Project aims to develop the framework 
for an upper level undergraduate research lab. This course would partner directly with an 
advocacy organization to analyze or collect data for a specific campaign related to barriers 
created by criminal records. In turn, this work would eventually produce additional data for the 
project website. The work done in the first two years of the Captive Afterlives Project will be 
essential for reaching this vision. During these years, the project will explore several questions 
necessary for bringing this to fruition. What local research opportunities would facilitate 
accessible ethnographic research? How will the deep relationships needed for ethnographic 
research be maintained beyond the semesterly cycle of a university course? How will 
undergraduates be guided in producing responsible, reciprocal relationships with interlocutors? 
In order to answer these questions the captive afterlives project will dialogue with advocates in 
addition to reflecting on the experiences from running the team-based course.  
 
NEEDS/TIMELINE  
 
Year one 

● Website: identify web designer, design website structure, develop preliminary content 
● Hire and orient graduate and undergraduate researchers 
● Experiment with team based course producing annotations and infographics 

 
Year two  

● Solicit feedback on draft website from community organizations 
● Launch website with content  

 
 
Needs: 

● 10 hours/week graduate research assistant  
● website designer ($15,000) 
● Canva Pro subscription- 3 team members $360/years x2 years=$720 
● graphic design consultant to design themed templates for infographics ($2,500) 
● subscriptions to Canva (pricing coming) 
● undergraduate summer researchers (paid by UROP) 
● images for purchase ($500) 
● research travel ($5,000)  
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Immigration and the Carceral State 
 

Research Team: Alexander Stephens, David Helps, Jesse Hoffnung-Garskoff, Bill Lopez 
 
Overview 
Scholars and community advocates increasingly recognize the parallels and intersections 
between immigration and criminal law enforcement. Yet there is a pressing need to document 
and explain the simultaneous historical development of each system, their shared features, and 
their points of divergence. How do scholars and community organizations focused on the 
policing and incarceration of citizens understand the criminalization and confinement of 
noncitizens, and vice versa? What groundwork must be laid to bridge existing divisions in our 
understanding of these systems? What do we make of the distinctions in legal status and 
discrepancies between civil and criminal laws and procedures? How can the Carceral State 
Project bolster efforts to mobilize academics, communities, and policymakers to contextualize 
and challenge the current onslaught on immigrants? The immigration component of the Carceral 
State Project will address the above questions through partnerships with the Immigration Justice 
Lab (IJL) at the University of Michigan, the Michigan Immigrant Rights Center (MIRC), and 
several other local and state community organizations. Faculty members and graduate students 
will work directly with undergraduates and organizational partners in a series of projects to 
document processes of criminalizing and confining noncitizens and support the communities 
they have impacted. 
 
Core Projects & Benchmarks 
● IJL-MIRC Detainee Rights Project 

○ Fall 2019: Complete pro se guide and develop Know Your Rights (KYR) curriculum 
○ Winter 2020: Launch KYR curriculum, train volunteers to execute the curriculum. 

Establish workflows and ethical protocols for collecting sensitive information. 
○ Summer 2020: Through the KYR program, maintain contact with people post-deportation 

via electronic communications and letter-writing. Revisit workflows and ethical protocols. 
○ Fall 2020: Sustain and build the KYR program in Michigan detention centers, identifying 

aspects of which can be publicly disseminated. Collaborate with “Conditions of 
Confinement” based on the ad-hoc documentation of detention conditions to form a 
public-facing, digital dimension through the production of StoryMaps or policy reports. 

○ Winter 2021: “Graduate Fellow” will continue to coordinate collaborations and contribute 
to the Policing and Social Justice Lab’s professional development programming for 
Detroit-area social studies teachers. 

● Communities After Raids Project 
○ Fall 2019: Transcribe, translate, and analyze data from post-workplace raid interviews 
○ Winter 2020: Continue the above tasks related to workplace raids 

● Grad-Undergrad-Community Research Teams 
○ Fall 2019: With students in History 441 “Immigration Law Research Lab,” develop 

research agenda according to community partner needs (eg. ICE enforcement patterns) 
○ Winter 2020: Graduate Fellow coordinates projects with History 335 GSI/students and 

History 441 students continuing to pursue research through independent studies. 
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○ Summer 2020: “Undergraduate Summer Fellows” publish/circulate initial research 
findings from research projects initiated the previous fall in History 441. 

○ Fall 2020: The next iteration of History 441 contributes to existing research projects and 
identifies new research questions. 

○ Winter 2021: Research teams established in the two previous iterations of History 441 
and in independent study and summer projects will publish and publicize results in 
reports for impacted communities, media outlets and, potentially, academic journals. 

  
Labor & Resource Needs 
Collaborations with the Immigration Justice Lab (IJL) and the Michigan Immigrant Rights Center 
(MIRC) will form the overarching infrastructure for graduate and undergraduate student-driven 
projects. The core commitment of the Carceral State Project to these initiatives will be funding 
for a team of graduate and undergraduate students who will work closely with the IJL, MIRC, 
and community partners to develop the relationships necessary to collaborate with immigrant 
communities experiencing criminalization and confinement and, when appropriate, to publish or 
publicize research results. 
● Graduate Fellow: Up to 10 hours/week/term at $20/hour over two years ($2,500/semester, 

$10,000 total); this doctoral student will be the first point of contact for undergraduate 
researchers and a the principle coordinator among the various University and community 
partners, including in the IJL-MIRC Know Your Rights project. 

● Graduate Research Associate: Between 5 and 10 hours/week/term at $20/hour over two 
years ($1,250-2,500/semester, $5,000-$10,000/year); this master’s or doctoral student will 
be focused on particular, time-intensive research initiatives affiliated with the Carceral 
State Project; this position could potentially rotate each semester or year based on specific 
research needs and skills demanded; projects might include transcription, translation, and 
analysis of interviews with communities affected by workplace immigration raids; on-
demand translation of legal documents for detained people working with the Know Your 
Rights project; cost-benefit analysis related to driver’s license access for out-of-status 
people; and mapping the movement of people from Washtenaw County through the 
immigrant detention system in Michigan. 

●  Undergraduate Summer Fellows: Hourly support up to 20 hours/week at $15/hour for 1-2 
undergraduates over 8 weeks ($2,400-4,800 for one summer) these students will be 
selected for participation in a Carceral State Project summer institute to continue 
coordinating volunteers for KYR programming in detention centers and to pursue research 
questions identified in History 335, History 441, and independent studies emerging from 
HistoryLab courses; this will ensure the sustainability of key community programs and 
partnerships despite the rhythms of the academic calendar. 

●  Honorarium/Stipend Support: Flexible funding for individuals with key skillsets, 
$600/semester ($2,400 over two years) to advance and sustain emerging projects, such 
as support for a Michigan Law student to consult on the “pro se” guide for people in 
detention, on-demand  translation support, (if this role is not funded by an hourly position), 
or reimbursement for the transportation, meeting, and materials costs of participants in the 
Líderes Comunitarios/Community Leaders program in collaboration with Prof. Paul 
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Fleming (which could include funds for producing and printing guides or maps of various 
jurisdictions’ policies regarding police collaboration with ICE). 

Total Expense Range: $19,800-27,200 
 
Infrastructure 
Before being linked into the Carceral State Project, one component of the IJL was a database of 
tagged case files intended for use by immigration lawyers beyond MIRC. Over time, MIRC’s 
urgent need to support its cases took priority over expanding or troubleshooting the public 
database. Additionally, because MIRC cases are built around precedents set in Michigan’s Sixth 
Circuit, these entries have limited usefulness outside of that jurisdiction. Given this, fully 
realizing the database’s potential would require similar “labs” to be set up in other places. One 
way to establish a “portable” model would be to create a Massive Online Open Classroom, 
including guides on immigration law research, creating country profiles, and managing sensitive 
data from vulnerable individuals. Once replicated elsewhere, these sites could be integrated into 
a case law repository, similar to the Civil Rights Litigation Clearinghouse. 
 

 
 
Extended Description & Timeline 
 
Foundations 

Since winter 2018, the IJL and MIRC have collaborated to produce research on country 
conditions which directly contributes to legal briefs in support of unaccompanied minors seeking 
asylum in the United States. In the next phase of its ongoing partnership with attorneys at 
MIRC, graduate students affiliated with the Immigration Justice Lab will work to produce a “pro 
se” guide for people detained under civil immigration laws in Michigan county jails which have 
detention contracts with U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement. This guide will document 
clearly the process through which noncitizens are detained, the various jurisdictions and parties 
involved, and the possibilities and methods available for requesting bond. Not only with this 
facilitate a baseline understanding of how the system works in Michigan—for undergraduate 
students, community advocates, and members of immigrant communities—the guide will enable 
MIRC to offer thorough and clear guidance and counsel for detained people themselves. This 
guide will be available in English, Spanish, Arabic, and French initially, with the possibility of 
additional languages as needed. 

Since 2016, workplace raids have returned as a key feature of U.S. immigration 
enforcement. University of Michigan students and faculty have worked to document the effects 
of these tactics on those detained and their loved ones and to explore ways that communities 
have mobilized in response. Insights gained from interviews with community members, 
organizers, and attorneys in raid sites around the country have tremendous potential when it 
comes to educating the public about these tactics and preparing others who may face similar 
enforcement actions in the future. 
  
Fall 2019 
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The pro se guide will introduce students enrolled in History 441 “Immigration Law 
Research Lab” to a new phase of the IJL’s partnership with MIRC focused on noncitizens who 
are experiencing or have experienced civil immigration detention in Michigan. The first step in 
this process will be a “Community Stakeholders Tour” to one of several county jails in Michigan 
that have contracts with the federal government to hold immigration detainees. A small group 
consisting of faculty in History and Law, the CSP/IJL graduate fellow, undergraduates, and 
MIRC attorneys will visit two of these facilities. During the fall term, students in History 441 will 
work with graduate and law students and MIRC attorneys to develop a Know Your Rights (KYR) 
curriculum for ICE detainees in Michigan. The students will receive training from law faculty in 
working with people in detention and contribute to plans for a monthly KYR training to be 
implemented in the Monroe County Jail or the Calhoun County Correctional Facility. There is 
currently no consistent KYR program in detention centers in Michigan, and it will be an 
important mechanism for detained people to learn about their rights and options. For both 
undergraduates interested in law and law students in History 441, this program will be a crucial 
opportunity to develop contact with individuals in the situations of potential future clients. By the 
end of the term, a group of students will be prepared to participate in these trainings and 
capable of training additional volunteers from the University and the Washtenaw County 
communities. 

During the fall term, in collaboration with Prof. Jesse Hoffnung-Garskof, a team of 
undergraduates led by the graduate fellow also will begin identifying research questions in 
consultation with community partners, including MIRC, the Washtenaw Interfaith Coalition for 
Immigrant Rights, and We the People Michigan. Potential projects include the following: using 
qualitative coding of data from a local urgent response line to identify patterns in ICE 
enforcement practices; collecting data to analyze the potential economic and social impact of 
legislation make driver’s licenses accessible to out-of-status immigrants in Michigan (We the 
People Michigan has expressed interest in partnering with UMich researchers in support of a 
related campaign); utilizing open records laws to request data from the Secretary of State on 
police scans of license plates to identify potential profiling; documenting social movements 
around a new, privately operated immigrant-only prison in Baldwin, MI, and community 
campaigns to end local jail contracts with ICE; and mapping policies in jurisdictions across the 
state regarding the use of foreign driver’s licenses and local and state police department 
collaborations with federal immigration agents. 

In addition to the IJL-MIRC partnership, in collaboration with Prof. William Lopez, a 
graduate research associate will work to transcribe, translate, and analyze data from 
interviews conducted in the wake of immigration raids at workplaces in several sites around the 
country. The interviews, which include accounts of the loved ones of those detained, community 
advocates, and lawyers, speak to the collective experience of communities directly impacted by 
recent enforcement practices. The research associate will work during the fall and/or winter term 
to produce infographics, short reports, policy summaries, and educational and legal resource 
toolkits based on findings from the interviews conducted in the wake of immigration raids. These 
materials will be featured on the Carceral State Project website and shared with impacted 
communities. 
  
Winter 2020 
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In the winter term, students who trained for and helped to develop the KYR program will 
become the core of a graduate-undergraduate group in charge of implementing monthly 
trainings in collaboration with MIRC. These students will lead trainings to bring additional 
campus and community volunteers into the program to ensure its sustainability even during 
periods when classes are not in session. The volunteer base will include students in History 
335: Immigration Law, an introductory course affiliated with the Immigration Justice Lab. 
Students who began working on additional research questions in the fall Lab course will have 
the opportunity to continue that work, either as part of independent study courses with Jesse 
Hoffnung-Garskof or as an hourly member of the Lab team during the summer. They will work 
closely with the graduate fellow to develop these projects and connect with community 
partners. 

A graduate research associate may continue work with the immigration raid project or 
move to a different area requiring a specialized skillset, such as on-demand translation of legal 
documents related to the KYR program in detention centers or collecting data related to an 
ongoing campaign related to access to driver’s licenses for immigrant communities in Michigan. 
  Note: By this point—if not before—it will be important to find some funding for translation of 
legal documents based on requests from people detained by ICE in Michigan. It may be 
possible to develop a partnership with the Language Resource Center on campus and the 
Critical Translation Studies certificate program to facilitate this work. 
  
Spring/Summer 2020 

Students who have worked with the Carceral State Project through the Immigration 
Justice Lab collaboration will have the opportunity to apply to be undergraduate summer 
fellows and deepen their research, publicize the results, and continue working in a team under 
the guidance of graduate students and faculty to devise strategies for documenting and sharing 
information about detention centers in Michigan. The KYR program will become a basis for 
relationship-building that will enable, for example, continued contact with people post-
deportation via electronic communications and letter-writing. This team will work with partners to 
identify trends and determine possible outlets for information that is gathered with the consent of 
detained and formerly detained people. Students will also complete and begin to publicize the 
results of the initial round of research initiated by undergraduates and law students in History 
441 during Fall 2019. 
  
Fall 2020 

Faculty, undergraduates, law students, and the graduate fellow will work to sustain and 
build the KYR program in Michigan detention centers. Now that the program has been 
established, teams will work to begin identifying possibilities for making aspects of what has 
been learned through relationships with detained and formerly detained people available for the 
public through multimedia publications, short reports, and collaborations with national immigrant 
rights organizations. This will include collaborations with the “Conditions of Confinement” project 
based on the ad-hoc documentation of detention conditions through the KYR sessions, MIRC 
attorneys’ observations, and correspondence with people in detention. This will become a 
public-facing, digital dimension through the production of StoryMaps or policy reports to 
publicize detention conditions. One possible model is San Diego State University’s collection of 
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letters from the Otay Mesa Detention Center, through which scholar-activists published a report 
aimed at journalists and other members of the public. 

The new group of students in History 441 will contribute to existing research projects 
from the previous year and begin to identify new questions in consultation with faculty, the 
graduate fellow, and community partners. 

A graduate research associate will work on a specialized area of research that 
demands a particular skillset and relates to emergent needs expressed by community partners. 
  
Winter 2021 

Graduate-law-undergraduate research teams established in the previous two iterations 
of History 441 and continued in independent study and summer projects will publish and 
publicize their results in reports designed for impacted communities and media outlets and, 
potentially, in academic journals. The graduate fellow will continue to coordinate the various 
collaborators. There will also be opportunities during this term to contribute to the Policing and 
Social Justice Lab’s professional development programming for Detroit-area social studies 
teachers. 

A graduate research associate will work on a specialized area of research that 
demands a particular skillset and relates to emergent needs expressed by community partners. 
 



Appendix II: Documenting Criminalization and Confinement Spring 2019 Proposal 
Development Grant Schedule 
 
Note: This schedule excludes additional component project team meetings and 
consultations.  
 
May 1: Research Team Meeting 
 
May 1: Documenting Prison Education and Arts/Prison Creative Arts Project Workshop 
(Ashley Lucas, Cozine Welch, Patrick Bates) 
 Maria Cotera (U-M American Culture and Women’s Studies) 
 
May 13: Policing and Social Justice HistoryLab Workshop (Matt Lassiter, Nicole 
Navarro, Nora Krinitsky, David Helps) 
 
May 13: Consultation with Matt Carruthers (Metadata Projects Librarian) 
 
May 16-17: Faculty Collaborators visit Million Dollar Hoods (UCLA)  

See Appendix III 
 
May 20: Conditions of Confinement Workshop (Heather Thompson, Eshe Sherley, 
Patrick Bates) 
 Doran Larson (Hamilton University), American Prison Writing Archive 
 John Cooper, Safe and Just Michigan 
 Megan French, JustLeadershipUSA 
 Vesla Weaver (Johns Hopkins University), Policing Portals Project 
 
May 20: Consultation with Alex Honold (Cell Block 7 Museum) 
 
May 29: Critical Carceral Visualities Workshop (Ruby Tapia, Rachel Cawkwell) 
 
June 3: Immigration and the Carceral State Workshop 
 Jesse Hoffnung-Garskof (U-M History and American Culture), Immigrant Justice 
Lab 
 Rebecca Ontiveros Chavez, Michigan Immigrant Rights Center 
 Bill Lopez (U-M School of Public Health) 
 Paul Fleming (U-M School of Public Health) 
  
 
June 3: Digital Platforms Workshop 
 Matt Carruthers, Metadata Projects Librarian 
 Joe Bauer, Research Computing Consultant 
 
June 10: Meeting with Campus Partners 
 See Appendix VI 
 
June 10: Consultation with Mary King (Michigan Council on Crime and Delinquency)  
 
June 11: Consultation with Amanda Alexander (Detroit Justice Center)  



 
June 12: Captive Afterlives Workshop (Melissa Burch, Reuben Riggs-Bookman) 
 
June 12: Carceral State Project Faculty Meeting with Kristin Hass 
 
June 17: Research Team Meeting 
 
June 17: Meeting with Bentley Historical Library  
 Terry McDonald, Director 
 Nancy Bartlett, Associate Director 
 Aprille McKay, Lead Archivist for University Archives 
 Matt Adair, Lead Archivist for Digital Imaging and Infrastructure 
  
 
 



Appendix III: Documenting Criminalization and Confinement Faculty Collaborators Visit 
to Million Dollar Hoods (UCLA) 
 
Our faculty collaborators’ trip to the Million Dollar Hoods (MDH) project at the University of 
California Los Angeles marked a turning point in the conceptualization of the Documenting 
initiative. Million Dollar Hoods (https://milliondollarhoods.org) is a multidisciplinary 
intergenerational research investigation of policing and jailing in Los Angeles that mobilizes 
undergraduate and graduate student researchers who are disproportionately from impacted 
communities.  Our team drew inspiration from the scope and impact of MDH in many ways. For 
example, MDH translates academic research into publicly accessible data visualizations and 
policy reports targeted at community organizations, media, and policymakers; one such report 
played a direct role in ending the system of cash bail in California. Community partners play an 
integral role in MDH by co-designing the research agenda, helping to train student researchers, 
and contributing representatives to academic teams that conduct interviews and document lived 
experience in impacted communities. This model prompted discussions of how we can 
formulate research questions in collaboration with impacted communities and motivated us to 
seek out community partners as co-designers in the research process and to ensure their 
participation on teams in the field. Finally, MDH organizes its graduate student-led research 
divisions around methodologies and skill sets—such as data, policy, oral history, archives, 
translation—which informed our own project infrastructure.  
 
 
Schedule:  
 
May 16: Meeting with Kelly Lytle Hernandez (Director) and Danielle Dupuy 

(Co-Director and Director of Data Division and Public Health Division) 
 

May 16: Meeting with Terry Allen (Director of Oral History Division) and Chibunkem 
Ezenekwe (undergraduate student) 

 
May 16: Meeting with David Cruz and Umberto Flores (undergraduate students)  
 
May 17: Meeting with Mark Vestal (Director of Archives Division) and Jenny 

(undergraduate student) 
 

May 17: Meeting with Andrew Guerrero (undergraduate student)  
 



Appendix IV: Documenting Criminalization and Confinement Project Infrastructure Graph 
 
 

 

                      Criminalization                  ⇦⇨                 Confinement                        ⇦⇨                    Consequences 
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Confronting 
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Documenting 
Prison Education 

and Arts 

Critical 
Carceral 

Visualities 

Captive 
Afterlives 

 Component 
Subprojects 

UG 
Course 
Exhibits 
+ Maps 

Story Maps 
 and Oral 
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MIRC/ 
Know 
Your 

Rights 
Project 

Community 
Raids and 
Aftermath 
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Project for 
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Oral 
History 
Project 

Prisoner 
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Archive 

PCAP Art 
Archive 

PCAP 
Letters and 

Literary 
Database  

Story Maps 
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Bibliography 

Ethnography 
Vignettes 
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Bibliography 

Divisions             

Data/Archives
Digitization 

 X X X X X X X X X X X 

Oral History 
Interviews 

 X X  X X X  X   X 

Community 
Partnerships 

 X X X X X X X X X X X 

Media and 
Policy 

Outreach 

 X X X X X X X X X X X 

 
Notes:  
 

● Component research projects will involve leadership teams of one or more faculty and one or two graduate students. 
● Divisions will be led by a graduate student director, sometimes funded through GSRA and sometimes through an hourly research position, 

who will consult for all six projects. Division directors, especially GSRAs, will usually be on the leadership team of one component project. 
● The divisions support the work of the component projects and division leaders will divide their time and work across relevant component 

projects. All component projects will utilize multiple divisions, but not necessarily all of them.  



Appendix V: Student Collaborators’ Bill of Rights (UCLA) 
 
The following document serves as a model for our collaboration with students and the 
way that we will fairly credit student work. In August 2019, we will convene a team 
meeting to draft our own student bill of rights and continue to will evaluate that document 
as our project progresses.    
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A Student Collaborators’ Bill of Rights

By CDH Guest Author (https://humtech.ucla.edu/author/cdhguest/) on June 8, 2015

By Haley Di Pressi, Stephanie Gorman, Miriam Posner, Raphael Sasayama, and Tori Schmitt, with contributions from Rod

Driscoll, Amy Earhart, Spencer Keralis, Tiffany Naiman, and Todd Presner

Home (https://humtech.ucla.edu/) > Blog (https://humtech.ucla.edu/blog/) > News (https://humtech.ucla.edu/category/news/) > A Student Collaborat

https://humtech.ucla.edu/author/cdhguest/
https://humtech.ucla.edu/
https://humtech.ucla.edu/blog/
https://humtech.ucla.edu/category/news/
https://humtech.ucla.edu/
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UCLA’s Digital Humanities program emphasizes cross-disciplinary, cross-hierarchy collaboration among students, facul

created this Student Collaborators’ Bill of Rights as a statement of our values and principles in the UCLA DH program.

Collaborations between students and more experienced digital humanities practitioners should benefit everyone. At the

partnerships are a way for students to learn new skills and benefit from mentorship, while more seasoned scholars can l

scholars’ ideas, skills, subject knowledge, and perspectives.

It’s important, though, to recognize that students and more senior scholars don’t operate from positions of equal power 

hierarchy. In particular, students’ DH mentors may be the same people who give them grades, recommend them for jobs

of power over their futures. Students may not feel entirely comfortable raising objections to certain practices if they feel 

endanger their academic or career prospects. Thus, we think it’s important to outline some best practices for collaborati

digital humanities projects, so that everyone involved feels they gain from the partnership.

Collaboration can take many forms, from casual brainstorming to full-time employment. As collaborations develop, senio

mindful that different kinds of relationships entail different responsibilities on the part of each collaborator. A professor w

project, for example, must primarily consider the student’s own intellectual growth, while a senior scholar who employs a

assign work that primarily benefits the project.¹

We endorse the principles outlined in the Collaborators’ Bill of Rights (2011)  . As additional safeguards for students, w

embarking on collaborations with students to adhere to the following principles:

1. As a general principle, a student must be paid for his or her time if he or she is not empowered to make critical decisio

intellectual design of a project or a portion of a project (and credited accordingly). Students should not perform mecha

data-entry or scanning, without pay.

2. Course credit is generally not sufficient “payment” for students’ time, since courses are designed to provide students 

experiences.

3. We encourage senior scholars to familiarize themselves with the literature on unpaid internships.² At a minimum, inter

should be offered as learning experiences, with a high level of mentorship. Those employing interns should be prepa

face-to-face time with the student.

4. If students have made substantive (i.e., non-mechanical) contributions to the project, their names should appear on th

collaborators, and they should be acknowledged in subsequent publications that stem from the project.

5. Students should be empowered to present on projects on which they have collaborated (assuming reasonable limitat

embargoed material and on work in progress). Students and senior scholars should discuss the protocol for such pres

of the project.

6. Students should be empowered to list their collaboration on a project on a CV or résumé, with an appropriate degree

scholars should explicitly encourage this and help students to formulate meaningful statements about their contributio

7. Senior scholars should recognize that projects on which students have collaborated represent important components

portfolios. Senior scholars should thus make every reasonable effort to either sustain a “live” project or, failing this, eit

http://mcpress.media-commons.org/offthetracks/part-one-models-for-collaboration-career-paths-acquiring-institutional-support-and-transformation-in-the-field/a-collaboration/collaborators%E2%80%99-bill-of-rights/
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ownership to student collaborators or distribute to students an archived version or snapshot of the project.

8. When digital humanities projects are required for course credit, instructors should recognize that students may have g

engage in public-facing scholarship, or may not want their names made public, and should offer students the option o

assignments.

9. In meetings and project communication, student collaborators should be treated as full members of the project team, 

reasonable, and their contributions should be valued and respected. Students should have a clear sense of how their 

project.

0. Digital projects can sometimes branch into multiple projects, or head in multiple directions. Many digital projects are e

and students should set guidelines for re-use of digital scholarly material, as well as for maintaining meaningful artifac

contributions.

1. For more on these roles and the various responsibilities they entail, see Spencer Keralis, “Disrupting Labor in the Digit

Classroom is Not Your Crowd,” in Disrupting Digital Humanities, ed. Jesse Stommel and Dorothy Kim (Punctum Books, 2

2. See, for example, ProPublica’s reporting on unpaid internships  .

Humanities Technology is part of the Humanities Division (http://humanities.ucla.edu) within UCLA College (http://www.college.ucla.edu/). 

1020 Public Affairs Bldg. |  Los Angeles, CA 90095 |  P: 310-206-1414 

University of California © 2019 UC Regents

(http://www

http://www.propublica.org/series/internships
http://humanities.ucla.edu/
http://www.college.ucla.edu/
http://www.ucla.edu/


Appendix VI: U-M Carceral State Project Campus Partners 
 
The following faculty and staff met with our team on June 10th to discuss potential research, 
teaching, and mentoring collaborations:  
 
Joe Cialdella 
Program Manager for Public Scholarship 
Rackham Graduate School 
joescia@umich.edu  
 

Jeff Morenoff 
Professor, Sociology 
morenoff@umich.edu  
 

Matthew Countryman 
Associate Professor, Afroamerican and African 
Studies, History, and American Culture 
mcountry@umich.edu  
 

JJ Prescott 
Professor, Law School  
jprescott@umich.edu  
 

Christian Davenport 
Professor, Political Science 
christiandavenport@me.com  
 

Bryan Roby  
Assistant Professor, Judaic Studies  
robyb@umich.edu  
 

Angela Dillard 
Professor, Afroamerican and African Studies  
and the Residential College  
adillard@umich.edu  
 

Margo Schlanger 
Professor, Law School 
mschlan@umich.edu  
 

Mary Heinen  
Program Coordinator and Co-Founder, Prison 
Creative Arts Project  
mheinen@umich.edu  
 

Lakisha Simmons 
Associate Professor, History 
kisha@umich.edu  
 

Jennifer Jones 
Assistant Professor, History  
jonejenn@umich.edu  
 

Sonja Starr  
Professor, Law School  
sbstarr@umich.edu  
 

Vanessa Mayesky 
Associate Director, Prison Creative Arts 
Project 
vmayesky@umich.edu 

 David Thacher 
Associate Professor, Public Policy and Urban 
Planning 
dthacher@umich.edu  
 

 



Appendix VII: Documenting Criminalization and Confinement Research Team  
 
This list includes all of our current research team members, their primary affiliations, and their 
research expertise and methodological contributions:  
 
Patrick Bates 
Prison Creative Arts Project  
patbates0331@gmail.com  
theater practices, community engagement, 
community organizing 
 

Nicole Navarro 
Graduate Student, History  
nnavarro@umich.edu  
urban history, history of policing, archival 
research, ArcGIS mapping and metadata 
 

Melissa Burch 
Assistant Professor, Anthropology 
mlburch@umich.edu  
anthropology of criminalization and reentry, 
ethnography, activist scholarship, community 
engagement 
 
 

Reuben Riggs-Bookman 
Graduate Student, Anthropology and History  
reubenr@umich.edu  
anthropology of criminalization, ethnography, 
oral history 

Matt Carruthers 
Metadata Projects Librarian 
mcarruth@umich.edu 
digital humanities, metadata infrastructure 
 

Eshe Sherley 
Graduate Student, History  
esherley@umich.edu 
African American history, urban history, oral 
history, archival research 
 

Rachel Cawkwell  
Graduate Student, English 
rcawkwe@umich.edu  
literature, creative writing, critical visualities, 
community engagement 

Alexander Stephens 
Graduate Student, History  
amstep@umich.edu  
migration and immigration, Latinx history, legal 
history, archival research 
 

David Helps 
Graduate Student, History 
helps@umich.edu  
migration and immigration, transnational 
history, history of policing, archival research 
 

Ruby Tapia 
Associate Professor, English and Women’s 
Studies 
rtapia@umich.edu 
critical visualities, visual culture, photography 
theory, women and gender studies 

Nora Krinitsky 
Lecturer, Residential College 
nkrinit@umich.edu  
urban history, history of policing, African 
American history, archival research 

  
Heather Ann Thompson 
Professor, Afroamerican and African Studies,  
the Residential College, and History  
hthompsn@umich.edu  
history of the carceral state, African American 
history, labor history, oral history, archival 
research  
 

 
 
 

 
 
 



Matt Lassiter 
Professor, History  
mlassite@umich.edu  
urban history, history of policing, political 
history, engaged pedagogy, archival research 

Cozine Welch 
Managing Editor, Michigan Review of Prisoner 
Creative Writing 
cwelchjr@umich.edu  
creative writing, digital humanities, community 
engagement 

 
Ashley Lucas 
Associate Professor, Theater and Drama  
and the Residential College  
lucasash@umich.edu  
theater practices, creative arts, engaged 
pedagogy, restorative justice, community 
engagement 
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